Construction & Building
(See Vehicle bin, as well)

Pj Ashburn The fort that Jack built
Pj Barton Building a house
Pj Bean Building our house
Pj Beaty Rosie Revere, engineer
Pj Becker My dream playground
Pj/Bryant Dump truck duck
Pj Dumont The chickens build a wall
Pj/Eldarova Builder mouse
Pj Barton Tap tap bang bang
Pj Hale Dreaming up: a celebration of building
Pj Horvath Dig, dogs, dig: a construction tail
Pj Horvath Work, dogs, work!: a highway tail
Pj Hudson Construction zone
Pj Johnson Those building men
Pj Kleven Welcome home, Mouse
Pj London Froggy builds a tree house
Pj Nakagawa Who made this cake?
Pj Nevius Building with Dad
Pj Newhouse The house that Max built
Pj/Pete the Cat Pete the Cat. Construction destruction
Pj Singer Let’s build a clubhouse
Pj Steers Tractor Mac builds a barn
Pj Stoekke Minerva Louise and the red truck
Pj Suen Raise the roof!
Pj Sutton Construction
Pj Van Dusen If I built a house
Pj Viva Young Frank, architect

Board Barton Machines at work
Board Hoban Construction zone
Board Garcia Tip tip dig dig
Board Todd Monster trucks!

[ABC] Pallotta The construction alphabet book
[CUR] Rey Curious George builds a home
[123] Crum The house in the meadow
[TOY] Brooks Construction sites
[VEH] Barton Machines at work
[VEH] Hoban Construction zone
[VEH] Meltzer The construction crew
[VEH] Rinker Goodnight, goodnight, construction site
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[VEH] Rockwell  Good morning, Digger
[VEH] 629.225 G466c Concrete mixers
[VEH] 629.225 R726g Graders
[VEH] 629.225 W724c Concrete mixers
[VEH] Zimmerman  Dig!

Ej  Brill  Concrete mixers
Ej/NEW  Carter Busy Bug builds a fort
Ej  Copeland  What are you waiting for?
Ej/NEW  David  How to build a dragon fort
Ej  Flanagan  Mr. Paul and Mr. Luecke build communities
Ej  Freese  Carpenters
Ej  Lock  Mega machines
Ej  Macken  Building a bridge
Ej  Macken  Building a house
Ej  Macken  Building a road
Ej  Macken  Construction tools
Ej  Macken  Construction crews
Ej  Macken  Demolition
Ej  Macken  Digging tunnels
Ej  Otten  Watch me build a sandcastle
Ej  Parish  Amelia Bedelia under construction
Ej  Randolph  Concrete mixers
Ej  Rau  Tools we use, Builders
Ej  Van Leeuwen  Oliver Pig and the best fort ever
Ej  Wallace  Big machines

Ill. Fic  Bunting  Pop’s bridge
Ill. Fic  Hopkinson  Sky boys: how they built the Empire State Building

j 624.092 A115c  Construction: building the impossible
j 629.225 B988b  Bulldozers
j 629.225 A161h  Heavy equipment up close
j 629.228 D287b  Building a stock car: the need for more speed
j 690 H528L  Let’s meet a construction worker
j 690 J54c  Cranes, dump trucks, bulldozers and other building machines
j 690 R611L  Look at that building!: a first book of structures
j 690.023 B671w  What does a construction worker do?
j 690.023 T473h  Hard hat area: have you got what it takes to be a contractor?
j 690.837 A547h  How it happens at the building site
j 690.837 G441h  How a house is built
j 690.89 B618k  A kids’ guide to building forts
j 720 T131a  Architecture according to pigeons